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Preliminary: NODEs

Preliminary: Universality

Approximation target

Result: Universality of NODEs

Research question “How expressive are NODEs?”

Why important?
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-universal approximator: the model can approximate any target 
function w.r.t. -norm on a compact set.
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Definition (informal; Sec. 2.2.)
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Assume  is a sup-universal approximator for .  

 is a -universal approximator for .

ℋ Lip(ℝd)

INNℋ- ACF sup 𝒟2

Theorem (Sec. 3.2, Theorems 2, 3)

Detail 2: "Structure theorem"

Detail 1: Proof outline

Definition (NODE layers)

NODE layer
hk,τ,θ(x) := (x≤k, τ(x>k, θ(x≤k)))

Definition (Invertible neural networks based on -NODE )ℋ

Research question

Restricted functions → restricted representation power?

Usages of invertible neural networks
μ

ν

(g1)*μ

(g2)*μ
(g3)*μ

• Modelling invertible maps 
(feature extraction & 
manipulation).

• Modelling distributions 
(a.k.a. normalizing flows)

[KD18]

[DSB17]

Ψs,t(x, y) := (x, es(x)y + t(x))

Notation, terminology, and abbreviations
1. Diffeomorphism (diffeo) = smooth function with a smooth inverse. 
2. Compactly supported (invertible map) = identity map outside some compact set. 
3.  = Continuous maps from  to .C0(ℝn, ℝm) ℝn ℝm

High representation power of NODEs.

Implication

Definition (approximation target  ; Sec. 3.1.)𝒟2

 is fairly large𝒟2

 is a flow endpoint if   such that  and 

(1)      (2)  is open and      (3)  

(4)      (5)     (6)  s.t. .

h ∈ Diffr
c ∃Φ : ℝd × U → ℝd h = Φ(⋅,1)

Φ(⋅,0) = Id U ⊂ ℝ [0,1] ⊂ U Φ( ⋅ , t) ∈ Diffr
c ( ∀t ∈ U )

Φ(x, s + t) = Φ(Φ(x, s), t) Φ ∈ Cr(ℝd × U ) ∃KΦ ⊂ ℝd ⋃
t∈U

suppΦ( ⋅ , t) ⊂ KΦ

Definition (Flow endpoints )Sr

Definition (compactly supported -diffeomorphisms)Cr

: compactly-supported -diffeomorphism on Diffr
c Cr ℝd

Theorem (Herman, Thurston, Epstein, and Mather)
 is a simple group (= its normal subgroup is either  or itself).Diffr

c {Id}

 is a nontrivial normal subgroup of .Hr Diffr
c

Proposition .Hr := {h1 ∘ ⋯ ∘ hm |h1, …, hm ∈ Sr}

 .Hr = Diffr
cConclusion

Our analysis is via , which is a broad class but can be conveniently 
represented by elements of well-understood behavior (flow endpoints).

Diffr
c

What is the result?

:=  | -diffeo,   : open    𝒟2 {f : Uf → f(Uf ) f : C2 Uf ⊂ ℝd ≅ ℝd}1

General
𝒟2

NODE = Neural Ordinary Differential Equations [CRBD18]

• Strong ( -norm) guarantee for a large class of 
invertible maps. 

• cf. Previous result: Universality for  
w.r.t. -norm.

sup

C0(ℝn, ℝm)
Lp [LLS20]

Universality of NODE + Affine transform for a large 
class of diffeomorphisms w.r.t. -norm.sup

NODE-based invertible neural networks have high representation 
power for approximating diffeomorphisms. They can be relied on 
in modeling invertible maps and distributions.

For each , we define an invertible map  via an 
initial value problem:

f ∈ Lip(ℝd) x ↦ z(1)

{z(0) = x,
·z(t) = f(z(t)) (t ∈ ℝ) .

x z(1)
Solve for :z(t)

[DJ76]

-diffeo.C2

 
on 

C2-diffeo.
ℝd

Then, for , consider the set of NODEs:ℋ ⊂ Lip(ℝd)

NODEs(ℋ) := {x ↦ z(1) | f ∈ ℋ}

INNℋ-NODE := {W ∘ ψk ∘ ⋯ ∘ ψ1 | ψ1, …, ψk ∈ NODEs(ℋ), W ∈ Aff, k ∈ ℕ}

Examples for : multi-layer perceptron [LBH15], Lipschitz Networks [ALG19].ℋ

[TIT+20] r ≠ d + 1

Decompose  into simpler mapsf |K:  target,  :  compactf ∈ 𝒟2 K ⊂ Uf

  (  & )∃W ∘ h Aff Diff2
c

f |K

structure theorem of diffeomorphism group

Detail 2

⇝

≈

 ( )IVP[∃gi] gi ∈ ℋ

  (flow endpoints)IVP[∃f1] ∘ IVP[ f2] ∘ ⋯ ∘ IVP[ fi] ∘ ⋯
  is sup-universal ( )ℋ fi ≈ gi ⇒ IVP[ fi] ≈ IVP[gi]
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1 ≤ r ≤ ∞

Lip(ℝd) := {f : ℝd → ℝd | f  is Lipschitz}


